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We recently worked with David Schertzing to renovate our kitchen and master bathroom.  We went to 

the Kitchen Shop and McDaniel’s as well for estimates.  David was the only one who treated us as more 

than a customer.  He listened to our needs and desires and was able to see our vision.   

 

Dave and his crew did a great job on demolition and keeping the mess confined to the work areas. He 

took great care to protect new flooring and walls. He worked efficiently and safely in our home.  Dave 

sent us to MPC Cashway Lumber to meet with Ben for our cabinets, and he was great. He came to our 

house, made thorough measurements, and then walked us through all of our options to pick the best 

possible cabinets for our dream kitchen.   

 

All of Dave’s sub-contracted work was excellent. His subs were responsive and respectful. They 

accommodated our busy family and even took on a few extra side projects without missing a beat. Dave 

held all of his crew accountable, and they all completed their projects when they had promised.  

 

We are a young family, and we had a budget that we needed to stick to.  Dave was willing to work with 

us and allowed me to install my own flooring and do my own painting, which allowed us to meet our 

allotted budget.   

 

The Quality of Dave’s work is excellent.  Dave went above and beyond our expectations in his attention 

to detail and finish quality. 

 

On a personal note, I had a great time working with Dave. He was fun to talk to and he took some of the 

stress out of the process. He was always quick to respond and was attentive to our needs.  I would 

recommend Schertzing Builders without hesitation if you are considering a home improvement project.  

 

Brian Davis.  


